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What Keeps You Awake at Night …? Is it your Business?
The most common reason is NOT KNOWING WHERE YOU STAND with respect to your business. If
you’re not getting reliable information on a regular basis in a format that you can understand, we can
help! We’re experts at developing accounting systems and reports.
Alternatively, we can prepare the figures for you, accurately and promptly and offer you an outsider’s
view on your performance. We can also help you develop an annual budget and show you how
you’re doing every month against your targets.
Very often we are asked to prepare a financial statement for sole traders and limited companies alike.
That is what we do. So even if you see yourself as a ‘smaller business’, we definitely want to talk to
you. We work with everyone from start-up companies to larger entities who may be planning a
strategic move that we will be able to help with.
Right now cloud accounting is on everyone’s agenda. In the UK, Making Tax Digital ( MTD) is the
talking point in business and accounting worlds and is a phrase we will no doubt come to hear about
from Revenue here in Ireland, sooner rather than later. You can argue of course that PAYE
Modernisation already here, is just a part of this process. And that’s why we are investing in digital
technology, to be able to seamlessly deliver immediate answers for you the client, keeping you up to
date with compliance, technology and the efficiencies that this brings to busy enterprises.
So to keep you bang up to date with ideas and strategies that will assist your company finances and
plans, make a consultation appointment with us today at any of our offices in Cork, Charleville,
Bandon or Kilmallock. Just email us at news@murraycloney.net or call us at 021 2428975 or
06389888.
To sign up for ‘Newsbrief’, our free newsletter, just send us your email address.
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